Executive Summary

After 115 years of prohibition, the legal status of cannabis in the United States is at a tipping point. Significant advances in state-level cannabis legalization have been made in the past decade, and decriminalization efforts have increased in cities across the nation. More than 90 percent of Americans—on both sides of the political aisle—support legal adult use of medical or recreational cannabis.¹ Legalization is also increasingly supported by law enforcement, with two-thirds of police supporting medical or recreational cannabis.² Yet cannabis remains illegal at the federal level, and its possession and use are subject to the most severe criminal penalties under the Controlled Substances Act (CSA).³

As seen in the past with alcohol prohibition, cannabis prohibition and poorly constructed legalization strategies allow the illegal market, and its associated violence, to flourish.

The federal government has an opportunity to end America’s longest war, the war on drugs. As evidenced by our experience with alcohol, national prohibition produces disastrous outcomes, including rising crime and violence, underground markets, unregulated products and continued demand for the substance. The general consensus among criminologists, criminal justice scholars and drug policy experts is that the war on drugs—described as a war on marijuana—has been a “resounding failure.”

Rather than continue the prohibition policies that have contributed to mass incarceration and the destruction of police-community relationships, we need smart federal legislation to legalize and properly regulate cannabis. This approach would significantly disrupt illegal drug markets, as marijuana is the most widely cultivated, trafficked and used illegal substance in the world. Better legislation is also critical for reducing violence and enhancing public safety, as such efforts could contribute to fewer negative police-citizen interactions, improvements in police legitimacy, the restoration of police-community partnerships, and a reallocation of resources to help stem the recent surge in homicides. Regardless of personal or moral perspectives, the federal prohibition of cannabis is bad public policy.

**Introduction**

Although the terms cannabis and marijuana are often used interchangeably, cannabis refers to the whole plant, and marijuana refers to specific parts of the plants (i.e., the dried flowers, stems, flowers and leaves) that contain substantial amounts of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)—the chemical responsible for the psychoactive “high” associated with use. This is an important distinction for legislation purposes because the plant is the sum total of all of its complex compounds, many of which have differing, opposing effects on individual users. For clarity, we primarily use the term “cannabis” in this report, but also use “marijuana” to discuss use, trends and existing research.

Cannabis is the most widely used illegal substance in the United States. According to the National Center for Drug Abuse Statistics, 55 million Americans currently use marijuana, and 45 percent of the population has tried marijuana at least once. There are nearly 51 percent more marijuana users than tobacco smokers, and usage rates have risen considerably in the past decade.

The popularity of cannabis has prompted individual state legislatures to change the legal status of the substance. In 1996, California passed Proposition 215, also known as the Compassionate Use Act of 1996, to allow qualified patients to use medical marijuana. Nearly two decades later, in 2013, state-led marijuana legalization efforts began to accelerate dramatically with Colorado and Washington passing the first state bills that allowed adult recreational use. As of this writing,
19 states, the District of Columbia and two territories have enacted legislation to regulate recreational cannabis use, and medicinal use is now permitted in 37 states, the District of Columbia and three territories. In addition, a host of jurisdictions have decriminalized the possession of small amounts of marijuana for personal use, and a number of states have passed or are in the process of considering legislation to expunge criminal convictions for marijuana-related offenses.

Despite the expansion of state-level cannabis legislation in the past 25 years, cannabis remains a Schedule I prohibited substance at the federal level—included in the same category as heroin and LSD—thereby labeling it as more harmful and penalizing use more aggressively than cocaine. Schedule I controlled substances are viewed as having no medical utility and a high potential for abuse and dependence. However, it is important to note that this is a legal distinction, not a scientific one. According to the National Institutes of Health, scientific analyses indicate that cannabis may be helpful in treating a variety of medical conditions, including epilepsy, chronic pain, multiple sclerosis, chemotherapy-related nausea/vomiting, lack of appetite associated with HIV/AIDS and opioid use disorder. In addition, although cannabis use is not without risk, there have been no reported overdose fatalities related to cannabis use alone, and—other than arrest for possession or sale of the substance—it is not associated with significant crime. Nearly 90 percent of all drug arrests are for simple possession.

While not expressly supportive of cannabis legalization, the federal government has not intervened in state-based legalization since the passing of the 2014 Rohrabacher-Farr amendment, which prohibited the use of federal funds to intervene in state-led cannabis legislation. In addition, since granting deference to the states per the amendment, efforts to change the legal status of cannabis on the federal level have begun to form. In the 117th congressional session (2021-2022), 159 federal bills were proposed to decriminalize, legalize and/or regulate medical and recreational marijuana, as well as to facilitate cannabis research, appropriate funds for business opportunities, expunge cannabis-related criminal records and address reparations for individuals adversely impacted by the war on drugs. The newly proposed federal legislation indicates increased support for alternatives to federal cannabis prohibition, and this increased support is critical for providing clarity on the overall legal status of cannabis, as the current situation presents a quasi-legal conundrum: Cannabis may be legal in one state, decriminalized in another and still prohibited at the federal level, thereby subjecting those who use the substance to criminal penalty.

This lack of consistency in the legal status of cannabis is problematic because it results in extremely varied approaches to the types and quantities of cannabis that can be cultivated or consumed, differing standards for quality control, discrepancies in retail and consumer eligibility and related processes, widely varied taxation models and a lack of consensus on the superseding status of the substance that
places all of the stakeholders, including criminal justice professionals, in a gray area of compliance. These issues have contributed to cannabis’ upsurge on the illegal market, which will continue unless federal legislation is passed that provides minimal, uniform standards for product, price, and taxation regulation; standard licensing and operating procedures for consumers and retailers; clearly articulated circumstances for criminal or civil penalties; and mechanisms for remediation of past penalties. Furthermore, the federal enforcement of prohibition will only continue to divert police resources away from more substantial threats to public safety, increase police-citizen contacts (especially in already overpoliced communities), sweep otherwise law-abiding citizens into the criminal justice system (sometimes for unknowingly not complying with federal prohibition), and erode the police-community relationships that are integral to reducing more serious and violent crime. In this policy paper, we will demonstrate that cannabis was initially and continues to be prohibited based on nativism, not science. We will explore the history of marijuana legislation, review the current status of U.S. marijuana laws and outline the negative consequences of overcriminalization. We will then provide a detailed discussion on the many benefits of a thoughtfully constructed, scientifically based federal cannabis legalization policy that addresses regulation concerns and public safety needs. Such legislation has the potential to improve police-community relationships, thereby reducing the potential for violent interactions between the police and the communities they serve and facilitating the reallocation of law enforcement resources needed to detect, prevent, respond to and resolve more serious and violent crime. Although individual lawmakers, the authors of this paper and criminal justice professionals may be personally or morally opposed to legalization, from a policy perspective, prohibition is not only no longer a tenable solution—it is contrary to the goals of public safety.

History of Marijuana Legislation

In the early 1900s, the federal government had not yet criminalized the sale of narcotics such as cocaine, opioids and marijuana because they were being used primarily in a medical capacity. State governments were responsible for maintaining their own health guidelines and imposing the scarcely enforced regulations. There was also little concern about marijuana use, specifically. Hemp was regularly used to produce various textiles, and marijuana was sold openly in pharmacies for medicinal purposes. But after the Mexican Revolution began in 1910, a surge in Mexican emigrants to the United States—many of whom recreationally used marijuana—generated racially motivated discomfort among the American people.

Concerns regarding the recreational use of the drug were exacerbated after the Great Depression in the 1930s when unemployment rose and resentment toward the influx of Mexican immigrants grew. Mainstream media targeted the new

immigrants, and a steady stream of articles began to appear that warned the public of the violence and insanity caused by marijuana use.26

In 1930, Harry Anslinger, a relative of the Secretary of the Treasury, Andrew Mellon, was appointed as the first director of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. Despite minimizing the dangers of cannabis before his appointment, once appointed, he began a campaign against the substance based on race and violence.27 He popularized the use of the term “marijuana,” instead of cannabis, to connect the drug to anti-Mexican prejudice.28 By 1936, “Reefer Madness” and other false propaganda of the time created national hysteria that resulted in the passage of the Federal Marijuana Tax Act of 1937, which made any use of the drug illegal.29

Decades later, after the U.S. Supreme Court declared the Marijuana Tax Act unconstitutional in Leary v. United States (1969), president Richard Nixon formed the Shafer Commission to highlight the dangers of cannabis.30 Instead of relying on the available science demonstrating that marijuana was not as dangerous as perceived and recommending decriminalization, the administration sought to develop a federal prohibition strategy that targeted the primary consumers of marijuana: African Americans and the antiwar hippies.31 Thus, the CSA of 1970 was born, and, in 1973, the federal Drug Enforcement Administration was created to oversee marijuana prohibition.32

The CSA, which is the federal cannabis law still in effect today, prohibits, regulates and assigns criminal penalties for substances along a five-schedule system based on their alleged accepted use in medicine, potential for abuse and likelihood of dependence.33 Marijuana is a Schedule I substance, meaning it has been classified as having no medical use and a high potential for abuse and dependence. Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD, ecstasy, Quaaludes and peyote. Despite the availability (both in 1970 when the CSA was enacted and at present) of scientific evidence demonstrating that cannabis has several useful medical applications, little risk of abuse and a low risk of dependence, the substance remains classified as a drug that warrants the most severe criminal justice penalties.34

The CSA went into place in 1971, and between 1973 and 1977, 11 states decriminalized the possession of marijuana, while many others reduced the penalties to a fine or traffic-ticket-like citation.35 In 1975, Alaska’s state Supreme Court ruled that the possession of marijuana for personal use in one’s own home was a privacy right and therefore not subject to criminal penalty, and, in 1977, the Department of Justice acknowledged that the federal government did not have the resources to enforce laws against small-scale possession, which continues to be the primary reason for marijuana-related drug arrests.36 A subsequent analysis of marijuana policy in 1982 discussed alternatives to complete prohibition, as partial prohibition more closely aligned with the actual enforcement practices of the federal law, and, in 1985, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved
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the use of the synthetic cannabinoids dronabinol and nabilone, primarily for cancer-related nausea. However, despite early resistance from states and clear barriers to enforcement, the federal law has remained unchanged. Instead of amending the scheduling of the substance or removing it from the CSA altogether to reflect the will of the states and to address obvious enforcement issues, the federal government continues to double down on drug prohibition expenditures with each successive administration, allowing the illegal market to flourish and grow.

**Current Status of Marijuana Laws in the United States**

California was the first state to legalize marijuana for medical purposes (in 1996), and Colorado and Washington were the first states to legalize recreational marijuana (in 2012). As of May 25, 2022, 37 states, the District of Columbia and the territories of Guam, the U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico have laws permitting medical marijuana or cannabis, and 19 states, the District of Columbia and the territory of Guam have legalized recreational marijuana (Figure 1).
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Each state has its own processes for regulating medical and recreational marijuana, including differing licensing and taxation laws, in addition to varying statutes that address the quantities one can possess, the ability to cultivate or grow marijuana and the conditions that trigger criminal penalties.  

Twenty-one states have decriminalized marijuana, issuing citations for violations of the law as opposed to pursuing incarceration.

### Consequences of Overcriminalization

Despite increasing public, police and legislative support for legalizing the medical and recreational use of cannabis in recent years, the enforcement of marijuana laws—at the federal and state levels—continues to distract from law enforcement priorities. For example, before 2016, marijuana arrests were on the decline. After 2016, as more states legalized cannabis, annual marijuana arrests began to increase. However, more disconcerting is the racially disparate manner in which cannabis possession, use and prohibition has been enforced.

Overcriminalization, which is generally described as the process by which the criminal law is overused or misused to respond to social issues, has enormous fiscal, social and public safety costs. For example, the overcriminalization and overpolicing of cannabis unnecessarily ensnares people in the criminal justice system and wastes taxpayer dollars that would be better invested in the community. In addition, excessive law enforcement presence in impoverished communities of color erodes public trust and diminishes the police department’s greatest source of critical information needed to prevent and respond to serious and violent crime: the people experiencing it. Below, we discuss these and other negative consequences of overcriminalization in more detail.

### Clogged Courts and Correctional Facilities

When police resources are used as the solution to address quality-of-life and public health issues like cannabis use/misuse, not only is the front-end financial investment huge, but this approach also widens the net and sweeps people, en masse, into the legal system. Criminalizing behaviors that are well established in society and devoting resources to enforce prohibition results in a substantial increase in the number of individuals who are cited, arrested, charged and processed through the legal system. The disproportionate allocation of funds for law enforcement without corresponding concessions for district attorneys, public defenders, judges, jails and probation and parole departments results in an unsustainable imbalance among the major components of the criminal justice system.

For example, from 1982 to 2007, the number of drug arrests for possession tripled, police expenditures doubled and the number of sworn officers also significantly increased. From 1993 to 2009, there were more than 30 million drug arrests and...
more than 3 million admissions to prison; the vast majority were for possession only, and the number of drug-related prison admissions exceeded those for violent crime. In addition, the number of individuals being held as pre-trial detainees increased by 436 percent from 1970 to 2013.

Jails and prisons could not keep up with the flood of inmates, which resulted in a phenomenon known as the “prison industrial complex.” The term first appeared in 1977 and is defined as:

the profit-driven relationship between the government, the private companies that build, manage, supply, and service prisons, and related groups (such as prison industry unions and lobbyists) regarded as the cause of increased incarceration rates especially of poor people and minorities and often for nonviolent crimes.

As a result of this influx, state and federal institutions were rapidly built in rural, economically depressed areas, and a large number of inmates of color were moved from their urban homes to the new institutions. Inmates were isolated from their families due to distance and lack of access to affordable transportation, which created racial tensions between the primarily white guards and the frustrated inmates. Furthermore, when public facilities could not keep pace with the increase in inmates, private facilities were built, and these private facilities have been criticized for lacking oversight, offering inadequate rehabilitative programming and profiting from incarceration. Equally concerning, both government-managed and privately run facilities have been accused of exploiting inmate labor to the degree that it is often viewed as “legalized slavery.”

### Increased Sentence Lengths

The “get tough on crime” movement of the 1980s and 1990s had a particularly profound effect on sentence lengths and system strains, especially with regard to nonviolent, drug-related convictions. The movement ushered in an era of mandatory sentences, habitual offender (i.e., three-strikes) laws and truth-in-sentencing legislation.

Sentence lengths increased under these new laws, which stripped judges of the flexibility to render more lenient sentences for minor law violations. As a result, many individuals convicted of cannabis possession—with no violent crime convictions—are currently serving life without parole in state and federal penitentiaries. More than 15 percent of state inmates and nearly 50 percent of federal inmates are serving time for a drug conviction. In addition, more than two-thirds of federal inmates are serving life or virtual life sentences for nonviolent
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offenses (30 percent of which are drug offenses), and nearly half of those who are serving life without parole sentences have been convicted of a drug crime. As a result, the U.S. prison population has swelled by more than 700 percent since 1970 and, since 2002, the United States has been the country with the highest incarceration rate in the world.64

**Diminishing Returns on the Drug War Investment**

Mass incarceration, both with regard to the number of inmate admissions and sentence lengths, continued even as crime rates declined after the mid-1990s. This is troubling because longer sentences do not have the same deterrent impact as certainty of arrest, and being imprisoned can exacerbate recidivism.65 The likelihood of getting caught is a better deterrent to criminal activity and, since 2013, the National Institute of Justice has recognized that increasing the severity of a penalty does little to deter crime.66 Incarceration is the most costly response to cannabis prohibition with the worst return on investment. These resources would be more usefully allocated toward other, more important public safety goals.67

Trillions of taxpayer dollars have been wasted on a prohibition strategy to mitigate an issue that poses no risk to public safety.68 Multiple studies have concluded that the stated goals of prohibition, namely reducing cannabis use, decreasing potency and eradicating the illegal-market demand and availability have not been realized.69 Furthermore, the continued expense of incarcerating people who have aged out of crime or are considered geriatric is a tremendous misallocation of funds that would be better used to source violent crime interventions, education and public health. Drawing on the knowledge gleaned from the failures of alcohol prohibition and the 100 years of regulation that followed, it is time to divest from America’s longest war: the war on drugs.

**Potential Benefits of Marijuana Legalization**

The primary benefit of cannabis legalization is that the associated legislative policy will be informed by research and science rather than racism. Additional benefits include more appropriate use of tax dollars and better allocation of our police, court and correctional resources. The diversion of funds and potential revenue could then be better utilized to fund education, public health initiatives, violent crime interventions and cannabis use prevention and treatment programs.70

To date, the war on drugs has cost the federal government more than $1 trillion.71 But the social costs are even more substantial. Federal prohibition and its enforcement catalyzed racial disparities, generated an associated distrust of the police, clogged court dockets that expanded prosecutorial discretion and plea-bargaining, increased mass incarceration, devastated communities and families and proliferated an illegal drug market that became so violent that major cities struggled to contain it. The collateral consequences of conviction and incarceration
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are so pervasive that, on average, one in three Americans has a criminal record, and the associated lack of access to employment translates to an $87 billion annual loss to the national economy. Furthermore, the adverse childhood experience of having a parent incarcerated or of facing housing instability due to incarceration is extremely costly and predisposes the next generation to negative health, school, job and legal outcomes.

While the legalization of marijuana alone cannot resolve all of the aforementioned issues, the potential benefits of a federal legalization policy would outweigh the established consequences of prohibition. Legislation that extricates police oversight to the greatest extent possible—as has been done with nicotine and alcohol regulation—and that regulates the sale of cannabis products responsibly has the potential to reduce existing illegal markets, decrease the number of negative police-citizen encounters and improve the police-community relationships that are critical to reducing the recent surge in violence. In addition, the reallocation of fiscal and personnel resources in police departments to address high-crime priorities more effectively would enhance police legitimacy, reduce potential physical injuries to law enforcement officers and better address the recent spike in homicide rates.

Disruption of Illegal Drug Markets

As we saw when the 18th Amendment against alcohol prohibition was repealed, the legalization and regulation of cannabis has the ability to disrupt and dissolve illegal-market access to cannabis. The entire illegal-market availability of other prohibited substances would likely remain unaffected due to the demand of other substances. However, the reduced exposure to diverse, illegal drug portfolios by interested cannabis buyers could decrease their interest in trying other available substances. Legalization could also reduce the potential exposure to drug trade violence by novice cannabis consumers.

The degree to which cannabis legalization can reduce illegal market supply directly depends on the fiscal structure that regulates access. As states like California and Colorado have seen, if the product is legally offered at a higher price than the illegal alternative, the illegal market will continue to thrive. Illegal markets and underground economies circumvent tax contributions for sales; compromise the quality, safety and purity of goods; and are often linked to crime and violence. If licensing costs remain out of reach for mainstream retailers, and if product costs exceed those of existing illegal options, the demand driving the illegal market will continue to flourish. In California, for example, the manner in which the legal market was established—with significant licensing and taxation hurdles that made it extremely challenging to establish or profit through a legal enterprise—allowed the already-thriving illegal market that operated before legalization to expand to meet the higher demand for product after legalization. In contrast, Oregon’s legislature sought to squeeze out the illegal market by making legal access as easy and cost effective as possible, and, with an abundant supply of high-quality

cannabis, the state’s population has little reason to shop elsewhere. Of note, neighboring states are not similarly legislated, and evidence suggests that a surplus of Oregon’s supply is being illegally exported into Idaho.

With each state creating their own piecemeal versions of legalization and decriminalization laws for a substance with a well-established, national demand, the ability to drive out the illegal market requires putting some time and attention toward setting standard product costs and business operations. The federal government is therefore best positioned to set minimum standards for the legalization and regulation of cannabis products. In such a scenario, although states would still be the primary authority over cannabis regulation, financial incentives, interstate regulation and federal land use would be influenced by federal policy, as it is with alcohol.

Although it is impossible to predict the degree to which the illegal market would be disrupted or even eradicated by cannabis legalization at the state or federal level, evidence of the potential benefits of federal regulation are reflected in the 100 years of experience the nation has with the repeal of alcohol prohibition. In fact, federal legislation has been posited as the only solution for illegal market reliance on access to marijuana.

Fewer Negative Police-Citizen Encounters

When President Nixon declared the war on drugs, he proclaimed drugs to be public enemy No. 1 to circumvent the recent advances in the Civil Rights Movement and to silence the anti-Vietnam war establishment (as articulated by his aid, John Ehrlichman). In doing so, Nixon automatically cast the federal government and, by extension, the police, as enemy combatants with the communities they served. Police officers became more militarized, and departments grew in scope and power in the years that followed.

Marijuana prohibition inherently increases police-citizen contact, which has produced disastrous outcomes for community members and the police departments that serve them. The widespread use of marijuana in the United States and its distinct, lingering odor makes the substance especially useful for initiating police contact; suspicion of marijuana possession is, in fact, often used to uncover more serious contraband, like firearms. This subjective use of “detecting an odor of marijuana” has long been a reason police request consent to search a person and their property, eroding the protections of the Fourth Amendment and the search and seizure protections of the Bill of Rights.

Of note, the rules that allow marijuana-based search and seizure are currently being tested in courts across the nation. The potential loss of this tool is troubling to some members of law enforcement who fear that, without it, more serious crime will go undetected. Yet tools like this, which inherently facilitate more aggressive policing, have been linked to negative psychological and physical health
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outcomes, increased risk of violence and death.\textsuperscript{85} Contrary to the asserted goal of crime prevention or reduction, the practice may increase the likelihood of continued crime.\textsuperscript{86} In addition, it unnecessarily sweeps more people into the criminal justice system, who then become labeled as criminals and have the trajectory of their lives permanently and negatively altered. This produces psychological stress that has been shown to predict future delinquency.\textsuperscript{87}

As was the case with alcohol prohibition, the enforcement of cannabis (and other drug) prohibition exacerbates violence in our communities, necessitating increased police intervention in highly dangerous situations, the continued cycle of which elevates the frustrations of the police and the people they serve.\textsuperscript{88} Thus, the legalization of cannabis has the potential to reduce negative police interactions, which benefits both parties and facilitates public safety.

**Improved Police-Community Relationships**

Law enforcement emphasis on minor crimes on specific streets and in particular neighborhoods—often referred to as “broken windows” policing—is touted as being necessary to prevent serious crime from increasing.\textsuperscript{89} However, a review of research suggests otherwise.\textsuperscript{90} This aggressive tactic is associated with a lack of trust in local law enforcement that makes law-abiding citizens hesitant to report crime or serve as a witness.\textsuperscript{91} In addition, a recent report found that this distrust can be a catalyst to officers being less informed and less effective, and, as violence escalates, can lead to street-level justice being preferred over police intervention.\textsuperscript{92}

When community members arm themselves so as to not become victims, both citizens and the police grow increasingly concerned about each other’s intentions, resulting in toxic stress and an increased likelihood of violent interactions between the two groups.\textsuperscript{93} Both parties are more likely to pull the trigger, which fuels the cycle of violence in our communities.\textsuperscript{94}

Even more troubling is the wealth of research that has found that communities of color have been the primary target for the enforcement of marijuana prohibition, despite similar usage rates among white and nonwhite individuals.\textsuperscript{95} Black people are nearly four times more likely to be arrested for possession of marijuana than their white counterparts, and the disparity persists even in states that have decriminalized or legalized marijuana.\textsuperscript{96}

Polls have shown that, when questioned about their level of trust in the police, Black people expressed 40 percent less confidence in law enforcement than white
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people. Black males continue to be stopped—both in cars and on the street—at rates higher than their white counterparts, and, although police-initiated contact as a whole decreased between 2011 and 2015, white people were less likely than persons of color to experience police-initiated contact. Of note, the overall reduced rate of police-initiated contact may be correlated with data indicating that reports of violent crime, including rape, robbery and assault, have declined by 10 percentage points over the past 10 years.

Given the disparate treatment received by people of color and the aggressive enforcement of marijuana laws in major urban areas, it is hard to imagine a scenario in which police-community relationships could be improved without cannabis legalization and reparations for the more than five decades of concerted effort to arrest, convict and incarcerate entire Black communities.

**Improved Police Legitimacy**

It is unlikely that any currently active police officers were directly impacted by the cannabis legislation of the 1970s, nor may their views align with those of their predecessors, but the institution of policing, its role within the larger community, its establishment of priorities, the dedicated budgetary resources and the increased militarization of the police were invariably shaped by efforts to prohibit cannabis use, particularly in poor communities and communities of color. The enforcement efforts for so-called “victimless crimes” and the extent to which they distract from more serious crimes in the same communities jeopardize police legitimacy.

Police legitimacy refers to the public’s support for their officers’ authority to manage and resolve conflicts in their communities. The primary tenet of this mutual relationship is that the people have trust and confidence that the officers are honest and working diligently to keep them safe. If the police have the support of the public in this capacity, citizens are more willing to defer to the authority of the police and believe that their actions are “morally justified and appropriate to the circumstance.”

The war on drugs and its disparate impact on racial minorities and urban communities has eviscerated community confidence in the police: A 2020 poll found that, for the first time in 27 years, the majority of Americans do not trust the police. In addition, the gap between white and Black Americans’ perceived confidence in law enforcement has never been greater, reflecting a divide in the overall distrust of the criminal justice system.

From the lens of individuals, families and communities in overpoliced areas, it is not hard to understand the reticence to partner with the police. They have endured cannabis prohibition-related procedural injustices, including but not limited to Fourth Amendment search and seizure violations; civil asset forfeiture; pressure to become confidential informants; repeated stops, frisks, and “no knock” warrants; excessive use of force; and reports of crime that either go unaddressed or that result in the victim’s/complainant’s arrest.
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When individual citizens lack faith that the police departments—and the criminal justice agencies that serve them—have an ability to protect and keep them safe, forms of vigilante justice emerge. As previously mentioned, a cycle of escalating distrust between the two groups, hypervigilance and quick trigger fingers further erode public safety. In communities where shootings and homicide are a common occurrence, these events often go unreported, owing in part to the belief that the police either do not care or are not capable of doing anything.

The legalization of cannabis could also increase police legitimacy from a financial perspective. Each year, police departments spend an estimated $3.6 billion to enforce marijuana laws. In fact, data from the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) revealed that, in 2019, more people were arrested for cannabis violations than for all violent crimes combined. By redirecting these funds and overhauling police departments, more resources could be devoted to addressing gun and other violent crime. For example, in historically violence-ridden areas of New Jersey—Newark and Camden—community collaboration has restored police legitimacy and public safety, and similar promising outcomes have been seen in Seattle. Violent crimes, specifically homicides, have been reduced, as have police use-of-force complaints. Both reflect a safer environment for officers and citizens.

In order to restore public safety and rebuild trust between the two groups, police administrators must communicate directly with their constituents and acknowledge the harms of cannabis enforcement and the injustices that it causes in the community. Although individual officers or specific organizations may not be directly accountable, reconciliation depends on accepting responsibility. In this case, an open conversation about the institution of policing and its 50-year role in cannabis prohibition enforcement could have a reparative impact. In addition to confronting the past, police authorities can make a public commitment to procedural justice and the diversion of cannabis enforcement resources to serious and violent crime prevention and response, all of which would serve to reestablish legitimacy.

Safer Work Environment for Police

As highlighted above, the war on cannabis was not only ineffective in reducing cannabis use and sales, but the emphasis on street-level enforcement has contributed to an increase in negative police-citizen interactions, poor police-community relationships and decreased police legitimacy. These issues, in turn, have created an environment in which police officers, too, have new fears. In the largest national sample study to date, 93 percent of the 8,000 officers surveyed reported feeling worried about their personal safety in the wake of protests against officer-involved fatalities. Although these survey results are clearly influenced by these recent events, they are also a byproduct of five decades’ worth of disparate
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treatment and aggressive enforcement of cannabis and other drug prohibition. In addition to contributing to physical and psychological health issues, the aggressive policing styles that were adopted to address the crack-cocaine epidemic in the 1990s also produced a high rate of involuntary contact between police and citizens, further putting police in direct contact with potentially violent offenders.113

In addition to adopting aggressive police practices in the 1990s, habitual offender and three-strikes laws signaled a shift toward targeting known drug offenders in an effort to secure multiple convictions. Three or more drug convictions warranted extensive incarceration, taking nuisance drug offenders off the streets. In an analysis of marijuana offenders at every stage of the judicial process from 1990 to 2002, researchers concluded that, since at least 1990, the primary focus of the drug war had shifted to low-level marijuana offenses.114 This is an important factor to appreciate with regard to the goal of reducing potential police injury because a review of the situational characteristics of officer injury found that officers were more likely to be injured when interacting with persons with prior convictions and those under the influence of drugs or alcohol.115 The law enforcement emphasis on low-level, repeat marijuana arrests since the 1990s, coupled with the increased likelihood that these individuals might be under the influence of cannabis, escalates the likelihood of officer injury.

Changing the manner in which police interact with the community can also reduce the likelihood of officer injury. The importance of police-community partnerships surfaced following the death of Michael Brown and related political unrest in 2014.116 To repair the damage of aggressive police practices and mass incarceration, as discussed above, community-oriented policing (COP) reemerged as a tool to reduce crime and increase public safety, including the safety of the police.117 COP emphasizes the use of positive, non-enforcement-related contacts between police and citizens to build trust and enhance police legitimacy.118 When police and the communities they serve collaborate, citizens are more willing to cooperate in efforts to prevent and respond to crime, and the changed dynamic of the police-community interactions enhances the safety of all involved.

As an example, to reclaim their drug, gang and crime-ridden communities from the vestiges of the failed war on drugs and aggressive policing practices, several police departments in major cities have successfully implemented new, overhauled approaches to public safety. In Camden, New Jersey—the 2013 murder capital of the country—the city police department disbanded, fired every officer and rebranded as the Camden County Metro Police Department.119 Under new leadership, the department implemented a revised mission that prioritized citizen assistance and community policing. As of the summer of 2020, Camden boasted a 70 percent decrease in homicide and a 46 percent reduction in violent crime.120 The city also avoided the recent surge in homicide that many other jurisdictions have experienced.121
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Similar promising outcomes were achieved in Newark, New Jersey, and Oakland, California. Since 2015, Newark has seen annual decreases in violent crime resulting in a 50 percent decrease in 2020. Most notably, there was not a single firearm discharge from police in 2020 in what was once the most dangerous city in America. In Oakland, partnerships with community advocacy groups led to a 50 percent reduction in homicide and homicide clearance rates that increased from 29 percent to 70 percent.

Thus, enhanced community collaboration, less homicide and fewer violent crimes in any given jurisdiction can potentially decrease opportunities for potential harm to police. The value of these partnerships cannot be understated. In order to disrupt the cycles of violence that threaten police and the citizens they serve, law enforcement must have the full participation of members of the public who can act as key partners in preventing gun violence. Police departments must therefore diligently engage in efforts to repair their relationships with the communities they serve. Prioritizing violent crime reduction in lieu of the existing emphasis on low-level cannabis enforcement is key to enhancing public safety.

Reallocation of Resources to Enhance Public Safety

On Sept. 20, 2021, official FBI statistics confirmed what the citizens of major metropolitan areas already suspected: An unprecedented spike in violence occurred in 2020. Murder rates climbed by more than 30 percent, and 77 percent involved a firearm. These numbers reflect the greatest single-year increase since data collection began in the 1960s. In addition, violent crime as a whole increased by 5 percent. As emphasized above, reimaging the role of law enforcement, deemphasizing cannabis enforcement and establishing robust community partnerships is vital to reducing violent crime, including homicide.

States that have legalized cannabis have seen declines in violent crime. Colorado saw a 6 percent decrease in violent crime from 2009 to 2014, Washington saw a 10 percent decline from 2011 to 2014 and crime rates dropped in Portland, Oregon, as well. In addition, studies indicate that well-regulated cannabis industries reduce the reliance on the illegal market that is inherently associated with violence and homicide. A comprehensive review of the impact of cannabis legalization found that legalization can reduce homicide and assault rates.

To the extent that the spike in homicides is correlated with the illegal drug market, as evidenced by geocoding, a legalized, well-regulated cannabis industry can reduce homicide by taking the most used illegal substance out of the drug-dealing portfolio. Similarly, the legalization of cannabis has the potential to divert
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substantial police resources, formerly dedicated to prohibition enforcement, to the recent surge in homicide.

The relatively recent advent of state-level legal cannabis and the even more recent homicide spike make it difficult to accurately predict the degree to which federal cannabis legalization would allow for reallocated police resources that could help address the increased murder rates. However, an analysis of the time spent on cannabis prohibition supports the assertion that legalization would increase the availability of resources that could be devoted to serious crime prevention and intervention. A considerable body of research indicates that resource availability is highly correlated with violent crime clearance.133 Immediately following cannabis legalization in Washington and Colorado, the previously declining crime clearance rate sloped upward.134 These results are notable in that violent crime clearance rates did not improve nationally in the same time period.135 And while national clearance rates for burglary and motor vehicle theft remained flat, both Colorado and Washington saw dramatic increases in clearance by arrest.136 A subsequent report confirmed the net positive impact of reallocated police resources—from cannabis enforcement to serious crime—and increased rates of crime clearance.137

While the outcomes of existing research are promising, they are limited in part by the federal scheduling of cannabis, which restricts the ability to conduct research on the substance. Additionally, the spike in homicide is too recent to concretely conclude the extent to which federal cannabis legalization could disrupt the violence associated with the illegal drug market. However, as was the case with alcohol, prohibition is not an effective policy approach. Similar to the policy approaches used for alcohol and nicotine, federal cannabis legalization is the only foreseeable way to eradicate the illegal cannabis market and reduce the violence that accompanies prohibition.

Conclusion

Cannabis has been prohibited by the federal government for 115 years, and that prohibition was grounded in racism/nativism. Scientific evidence—both historical and recent—has demonstrated that the substance has useful medical applications, with a low risk of dependence and abuse.138 Failing to recognize this reality on a federal level by legalizing cannabis has resulted in the overcriminalization of marijuana use, which has a host of negative consequences such as overloading the criminal justice system and socially disadvantaging specific groups across generations. It has also led to a missed opportunity in realizing the benefits of legalization such as disrupting dangerous illegal markets, reducing the number of negative citizen-police encounters, improving police legitimacy, and more. It is therefore critical that legislators reconsider the appropriateness of the designation of cannabis as a Schedule I substance on the CSA and construct sound federal legalization policy. Continuing to demonize cannabis and classify it with other drugs that clearly have a high risk of dependence and no legitimate medical use...
is not the way to decrease violent crime in our communities. Importantly, policy determinations and the enforcement of such should not be clouded by personal, moral or religious judgments, which has been the case with regard to federal cannabis legislation for too many years.

As seen in the past with alcohol prohibition, cannabis prohibition and poorly constructed legalization strategies allow the illegal market, and its associated violence, to flourish. To solve this issue, the public needs to respect the law, and the systems that enforce that law need to act with integrity, transparency and accountability. Given that 91 percent of U.S. adults support medical or recreational use of marijuana, we must accept that we are in a situation where most individuals on both sides of the political aisle no longer respect the federal laws prohibiting cannabis. Equally problematic is the public’s lack of confidence in law enforcement’s ability to act with integrity, transparency and accountability, given the underlying reason for the drug war, the scheduling of cannabis and the associated enforcement activities of the past five decades. In order to enhance public safety and rebuild trust between the police and the communities they serve, it is imperative that federal cannabis prohibition be replaced with a legalization and regulation strategy that eliminates continued reliance on the illegal drug market.

To match existing public opinion about cannabis and prioritize public safety, focusing on anything other than violent crime is a distraction of law enforcement priorities. Therefore, smart, thoughtful cannabis legalization that is attuned to the demands of the market and the needs of the people has the capacity to revolutionize our communities and their interactions with law enforcement. But federal legislation can only succeed if it is structured in such a way that underground market availability is no longer needed or desired. Once that is accomplished, law enforcement departments can focus their efforts where they are needed most; our police-community relationships can and will be repaired; and all parties can work together to restore peace and safety in our cities.
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